Release #52 introduced new features for the University Registrar’s Office. New users are encouraged to reference the S3 QuickStart Guide and the Web Tutorial section for basic “how to” instructions.

Release Highlights

Registrar

- **FFP Feature Item:** Restructured course data so that courses can now be cross-listed by section and semester. Updated SIO & S3 screens, registration logic, and the Schedule of Classes website to accommodate the new data format. Includes new cross-list indicator on Section Summary page.

Additional Changes:

- Improved behavior to allow edits of memos added within the same minute
- Corrected issue with error transactions on Student Account Pending Activity page
- Modified record matching algorithm to more accurately find potential matches when adding new Prospect and Student records

Coming in the Next Six Months...

- Improvements to S3 display and behind-the-scenes management of cross-listed course information
- Data validation between college, major, and program combinations
- Streamlined online transcript order processing
- Continued development and screen enhancements for the University Registrar’s Office, Student Accounts Office, and the Office of Undergraduate Admission

Contact Information

Lisa Krieg, Director of Enrollment Services – 412.268.5399, krieg@andrew.cmu.edu
Darleen LaBarbera, Director of Enrollment Systems – 412.268.8137, dl2b@andrew.cmu.edu